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In quantum mechanics and particle physics, spin is an intrinsic form of angular momentum carried by
elementary particles, composite particles (), and atomic nuclei.. Spin is one of two types of angular
momentum in quantum mechanics, the other being orbital angular momentum.The orbital angular momentum
operator is the quantum-mechanical counterpart to the classical angular momentum of orbital ...
Spin (physics) - Wikipedia
In physics, angular momentum (rarely, moment of momentum or rotational momentum) is the rotational
equivalent of linear momentum.It is an important quantity in physics because it is a conserved quantityâ€”the
total angular momentum of a system remains constant unless acted on by an external torque.. In three
dimensions, the angular momentum for a point particle is a pseudovector r Ã— p, the ...
Angular momentum - Wikipedia
d'Alembertâ€™in formÃ¼lÃ¼ndeki F in ÅŸekli ya da formu x âˆ’ vt konusunu iÃ§erir. Bu konunun sabit
deÄŸerleri F in sabit deÄŸerlerine tekabÃ¼l eder. EÄŸer x artarsa, aynÄ± oranda vt artar bÃ¶ylece bu sabit
deÄŸerler meydana gelir. Yani, dalga F fonksiyonu x yÃ¶nÃ¼nde ve v (ve G aynÄ± hÄ±zda, negatif x
yÃ¶nÃ¼nde Ã¼retir.) hÄ±zÄ±nda ilerliyormuÅŸ gibi ÅŸekil alÄ±r.
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